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You are the prince of the chocolate world and the
king Morfal has stolen all the sugar and candies.
You can’t bake anymore so grab it back! Run, jump,
slide, punch, collect in this fun, colorful 3D
platformer! Obtain chocolate, sugar and cupcakes
in order to reach your goal; complete missions by
collecting items or solving puzzles. Collect all the
power ups and use them to complete the game.
FEATURES – 20 challenging levels in 4 different
worlds – Collect over 40 cupcakes to complete the
game – Collect all the power ups to unlock new
levels – Earn a lot of achievements – Watch the cute
story of Choconoa CONNECTIONS FACEBOOK:
www.facebook.com/wearechocolat TWITTER:
www.twitter.com/wearechocolat INSTAGRAM:
www.instagram.com/chocolatcom/ GOOGLE PLAY:
This game has received a free review copy on
Google Play Watch this video to learn how to draw
cartoon animals on your own, follow the steps and
watch the easy to follow video tutorial. In today’s
tutorial, I will be creating an Ice Cream Cone, So,
here I go!! This is a very dangerous monster that
lives underwater. Their weapons are spiky shield,
sharp spines, and sharp sabres. Features Monster's
Special Ability: It can shoot out spines to cut down
its enemy. Options Game Levels: The game has
over 90 levels. Each level has 5 paths Play Online,
With One Player: The game is completely online
with one player. As soon as one player completes
the level, a new player will be given the chance to
start the level Create Custom Levels: The game
allows the player to create new levels. Sound: The
game has a very soothing music. The game also has
click effects to add to the effects while playing In
this tutorial, you will learn how to draw the Scared
Face (photorealistic). Drawing the Scared Face is
one of the simplest and easiest to draw face in the
whole world. Drawing the Scared Face is very easy,
and it's so basic. So, let’s learn it step by step.
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Learn and practice drawing tree of life from life
drawing workshop by Senait Acherkali. The tree of
life is one of the most simple but always a life
changing subject

VGL: Imperative Features Key:
A scalable geomorphic ecosystem open to explore, filled with new biomes to
discover, houses to create, S.P.E.Cs to complete, and bosses to dominate.
More than 30 environments across 5 biomes
More than 75+ hours to explore in solo or with friends
More than 100 enemies, dozens of bosses, and hundreds of items to collect
More than 200 achievements
An immersive and constantly-challenging experience with the first-ever leveling
curve
Immersive crafting available right out of the box using the new crafting feature
A fully interactive docking port/inventory interface
A simplified action-based combat system intended to make the player’s role as
simple as possible

Discover the world of Rain Covenant through 3 new
trailers:
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